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Abstract
Large language models incorporate world
knowledge and present breakthrough perfor-
mances on zero-shot learning. However, these
models capture societal bias (e.g., gender or
racial bias) due to bias during the training pro-
cess which raises ethical concerns or can even
be potentially harmful. The issue is more pro-
nounced in multi-modal settings, such as image
captioning, as images can also add onto biases
(e.g., due to historical non-equal representation
of genders in different occupations). In this
study, we investigate the removal of potentially
problematic knowledge from multi-modal mod-
els used for image captioning. We relax the
gender bias issue in captioning models by de-
genderizing generated captions through the use
of a simple linear mask, trained via adversarial
training. Our proposal makes no assumption
on the architecture of the model and freezes
the model weights during the procedure, which
also enables the mask to be turned off. We con-
duct experiments on COCO caption datasets us-
ing our masking solution. The results suggest
that the proposed mechanism can effectively
mask the targeted biased knowledge, by replac-
ing more than 99% gender words with neutral
ones, and maintain a comparable captioning
quality performance with minimal (e.g., -1.4
on BLEU4 and ROUGE) impact to accuracy
metrics.

1 Introduction

Large models are known to have harmful biases.
One example is gender bias, where the model learns
incorrect correlation between gender and objects,
occupations, etc. As these result from inherent
bias presented in the data, this process is almost
impossible to govern – especially considering the
scale of data required for training these models. In
addition, recent works have shown that these mod-
els can exacerbate such biases from the training
data at test time (Hendricks et al., 2018; Wang and
Russakovsky, 2021).

Figure 1: BLIP model mis-classifies gender when gen-
erating captions.

Due to the training cost of large models, it is
often difficult to address such model vulnerabilities
by re-training. Some recent works propose to lo-
cate a subset of model parameters that cause issues
and subsequently edit them (Santurkar et al., 2021;
Jang et al., 2022; Mitchell et al., 2022b), while
others propose to use prompting with in-context
examples (Murty et al., 2022) and meta-learning
to prevent large models from learning harmful bi-
ases (Mitchell et al., 2022a). While these works
mostly focus on text-based models, the computer
vision community has also been fighting undesir-
able biases in visual question answering (Hirota
et al., 2022a), image captioning (Zhao et al., 2017;
Hendricks et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2021; Tang et al.,
2020), and image classification (Yao et al., 2022;
Wang et al., 2022).

In this work, we study how to debias image
captioning models with respect to the gender at-
tribute. Studies have shown that generated descrip-
tions can refer to an incorrect gender, e.g., identify
a woman riding motorcycle as a man and a man
in a kitchen as a woman. We illustrate the prob-
lem using the state-of-the-art captioning model
BLIP (Li et al., 2022b) in Figure 1. Image cap-
tioning models often rely on an encoder-decoder
framework, which encodes raw images to continu-
ous representations and the decoder generates the
captions autoregressively. State-of-the-art methods,
such as BLIP (Li et al., 2022b), BLIP-2 (Li et al.,
2023), and LLaVA (Liu et al., 2023b,a), leverage
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pre-trained vision transformer and pre-trained lan-
guage model to boost the performance. However,
they also inherit some shortcomings of these meth-
ods: (i) there are no means to control the inherent
data bias due to the size of training data; (ii) it is
difficult to update the entire model due to re-train-
ing cost. Therefore, existing works on debiasing
image captioning are limited because they require
to re-train the model with an improved neural archi-
tecture (Hendricks et al., 2018; Tang et al., 2020).

Furthermore, the use of explicit gendered words
in the captions may exclude individuals identifying
as any of the non-binary gender groups. We posit
that these biases can be mitigated if a captioning
model outputs gender-neutral tokens such as “hu-
man” or “person” instead of “man” or “woman”.
In that aim, we consider generating de-genderized
captions as a new direction to debias image cap-
tioning.

We deliver the above via a masking framework,
where the image embeddings are transformed be-
fore they are ingested by the encoder/decoder com-
ponents of a multi-modal model stack. The mask
acts as a de-biasing filter that removes the gen-
der relevant information in the embedding (ideally)
without other loss of information. The mask only
works with the deep image representation, and we
argue that the downstream text decoder would gen-
erate de-genderized caption if the input is not re-
vealing gender.

The main contribution of this work are:

• We propose an easy-to-implement solution
to hide gender knowledge from image repre-
sentations through training a low parameter
model, a mask, and consequently achieve un-
biased image captioning. To effectively train
the mask, we leverage domain adversarial
training (Ganin et al., 2015) and design neg-
ative log-likelihood loss to be maximized on
gender words and minimized on other words.

• We conduct extensive experiments for abla-
tion studies on variations of our implemen-
tation. We experiment with COCO Caption
datasets (Lin et al., 2014), and present both
quantitative and qualitative analyses. We show
that the proposed method can replace more
than 99% gender words with neutral ones.

2 Related Work

Model Debiasing in Language Models. Language
models capture social biases from the data they are

trained; presence of gender bias (Zhao et al., 2019;
Bordia and Bowman, 2019; Dinan et al., 2020;
Sun et al., 2019; Basta and Costa-jussà, 2021; Pes-
sach and Shmueli, 2022; Kotek et al., 2023) and
racial bias (Garg et al., 2018; Davidson et al., 2019;
Gehman et al., 2020; Manzini et al., 2019; Mehrabi
et al., 2021) in language models have been well
documented. To mitigate the bias, a commonly
employed data-driven technique called Counterfac-
tual data augmentation (CDA) proposes to swap
bias attribute words in a dataset to re-balance a
corpus (Zmigrod et al., 2019; Dinan et al., 2020;
Webster et al., 2020; Barikeri et al., 2021). The
re-balanced corpus is then used for further training
to debias a model. This method requires domain
knowledge or human intervention to generate plau-
sible counterfactuals and may introduce noise or
inconsistency into the data (Lauscher et al., 2021;
Qiang et al., 2022; Meade et al., 2022). Bolukbasi
et al. (2016) study the use of orthogonal projec-
tion for eliminating gender biases in word embed-
dings, which was subsequently extended by Liang
et al. (2020) to include debiasing of sentence em-
beddings. Other methods include using dropout
regularization as a bias mitigation technique (Web-
ster et al., 2020), discouraging the model from
generating biased text by tuning prompt (Schick
et al., 2021), or projecting the neural representa-
tions to a null-space of classifiers that are used
to predict unwanted information (Ravfogel et al.,
2020). Recently, the remarkable performance of
large language models across various tasks has also
brought significant attention to the biases they ex-
hibit (Brown et al., 2020a; Basta and Costa-jussà,
2021; Liu et al., 2022; Guo et al., 2022; Zhuo et al.,
2023).

Model Debiasing in Vision-language Models.
Research on debiasing vision-language models can
be categorized into three groups: (i) dataset-level
debiasing that seeks to balance imbalanced data
(Zhao et al., 2021), (ii) model-level debiasing that
mitigates bias by adjusting the model structure
(Hendricks et al., 2018; Tang et al., 2020), and
(iii) prompt-level debiasing that utilizes prompts
to measure and eliminate biases (Chuang et al.,
2023). In the context of vision-language models
trained via contrastive loss, there has been active
research to debias the CLIP model (Radford et al.,
2021). The authors of the original CLIP paper in-
vestigated the presence of bias within their own
paper (Agarwal et al., 2021). Wang et al. (2021)
suggest the removal of dimensions in the CLIP
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embedding that exhibit a strong correlation with
gender attributes. Berg et al. (2022) demonstrate
that incorporating learned embeddings at the be-
ginning of text queries in CLIP models results in a
reduction of multiple measures of bias.

3 Gender Knowledge Masking

In this section, we describe how to mask gen-
der knowledge in a pre-trained image captioning
model using a trained mask. We utilize the BLIP
model (Li et al., 2022b) in our presentation and ex-
periments but note that the method can be applied
to any other similar architecture where a multi-
modal encoder ingests image embeddings (e.g.,
ALBEF (Li et al., 2021), BLIP-2 (Li et al., 2023),
LLaVA (Liu et al., 2023b)).

3.1 Masking Embeddings
At a high level, we transform image embeddings
from image encoder, e.g., ViT (Kolesnikov et al.,
2021), to gender-neutral embeddings via a mask
and linear transformation before feeding them to
the text-decoder. The parameters of the mask are
learned via adversarial training on gender-specific
words while the model’s other parameters are
frozen. We provide details below.

Image Embedding Mask. The text-decoder
stack ingests the images via image embeddings
produced by the vision transformer. Instead of us-
ing the stack of visual embeddings, ev, we provide
the text-decoder with new embeddings êv, where
each token in ev goes through a learned affine trans-
formation, θ ∈ RK×K where K is the size of each
image embedding token. Specifically we provide
the text decoder with êv, where,

êv = [êvCLS , ê
v
1, . . . , ê

v
L]

= [θevCLS ,θe
v
1, . . . ,θe

v
L]

We apply mask on image representation ev

rather than the internal embeddings of the text de-
coder or directly the raw image input due to fol-
lowing considerations: 1. Applying mask inside
the text decoder brings more risk on degrading text
generation, as the language modeling task is often
less stable than representation learning, for which
the image embeddings were trained for; 2. Mask-
ing the raw images is a far harder task. It does
not prevent leaking gender bias: training datasets
can rely on learned biased gender-object correla-
tions; also it is not clear what gender distribution
exists in the pre-training dataset (thus, directional

bias amplification leaks (Wang and Russakovsky,
2021)) and even a balanced dataset could amplify
the association between objects and gender (Wang
et al., 2018).

Training the Mask. To train θ, we freeze all
of the BLIP model weights, and optimize solely
over θ by minimizing the standard negative log-
likelihood (NNL) loss function used for captioning:

min
θ

L = − 1

T

T∑

i

log p(yt|y1, y2, . . . yt−1, I(θ))

(1)
where p(·) represents the text-decoder, yt are the to-
kens in the caption, T is the number of tokens in the
caption, and I(θ) is the information provided via
the image embeddings through the cross-attention
layers.

Adversarial Training. During training, we also
leverage domain adversarial training (Ganin et al.,
2015). Specifically, if the caption contains any
gender words, the gradient for the loss of that token
is reversed, and are combined with gradients with
non-genderized replacements. The masking and
gradient reverse can be achieved via a few lines of
code, which we illustrate in Algorithm 1, where λ
is a hyper-parameter used to control the magnitude
of gradient.

Algorithm 1: Training procedure for the
Mask in pseudo-code

Gradient Reverse
class GradReverse:
# FORWARD PASS: Do nothing
# BACKWARD PASS:
def backward(grad, λ, ∗∗kwargs):

return grad.neg() * λ
Masking
ev = VISUAL ENCODER(raw image)
êv = θev

êv = GradReverse.apply(êv, λ)

For instance, if the token yt corresponds to the
word “girl”, we reverse the gradients for that token,
and then compute additional gradients for word
replacements such “child” and “kid”. This is done
while keeping the other gradients as they are. We
update θ by averaging the gradients of all words
after the reversion. Based on our experiments, we
observe that averaging all gradients stabilizes the
training and yields the best results. For building
a dictionary of gender words, we follow previous
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works (Hendricks et al., 2018; Tang et al., 2020) to
use a rule-based method.

4 Experiments

In this section, we report debiasing and caption-
ing performances on the COCO dataset and show
the effectiveness of the method through qualitative
results.

4.1 Implementation Details

We see that adversarial training procedure can
suppress other world knowledge leading to worse
generations and that further optimization improve-
ments are necessary. We rely on two additional
methods to ensure that our solution works without
any degradations in the captioning performance:
gender caption re-writing and identity matrix regu-
larization.

Gender Caption Re-Writing. For each cap-
tion that contains a gender term, we follow the
work (Tang et al., 2020) to replace the gender word
with a corresponding gender-neutral word such as
person or human, and write a new caption as addi-
tional training sample. Having neutralized captions
for training is critical to our setup because it re-
solves training and validation discrepancy. During
training, gender captions implicitly introduce de-
pendencies between gender words and other words.
During inference, the mask would discourage gen-
erating gender words and potentially affect the de-
coder self-attention.

Initialization & Regularization. We rely on
two techniques to improve the optimization. First
is initializing θ as an identity matrix, i.e., feeding
image embeddings as they are. This initializes
the weights to a previous optimum, without the
adversarial training. Further, we add an L1 norm
penalty on the difference between θ and the identity
matrix, ∥θ− IK∥1 where ∥ · ∥1 is the element-wise
absolute sum, and minimize over the combined loss
with the training objective in Equation 1.

4.2 Training Detail

We rely on the LAVIS package (Li et al., 2022a)
to implement BLIP. We learn θ with a batch size
of 32 on eight V100 GPUs. We adopt AdamW
for optimization and initialize the learning rate to
be 2e-6 with linear warmup cosine annealing. We
truncate captions to keep 20 words and pad them if
less, and then add “A photo of” to all captions as
prefix. We use the checkpoint at the fifth epoch for

BA↓ MR↑
Annotation -0.211 0
BLIPViT-L -0.239 -0.05
NeutralOutViT-L -0.620 0.218
Mask -0.619 0.207

Table 1: Results for bias amplification (BA) and gender
erasing rate(ER).

experiments and analysis. On the COCO caption
datasets, it takes six hours to finish training for five
epochs.

4.3 Performance on Erasing Gender Bias

There are several fairness metrics used in previ-
ous works, such as Gender Ratio & Error (Hen-
dricks et al., 2018), Bias Amplification (BA) (Zhao
et al., 2017), Directional Bias Amplification
(DBA) (Wang and Russakovsky, 2021), and
LIC (Hirota et al., 2022b). However, some metrics
are not directly applicable in this work because the
proposed mask will encourage BLIP to generate de-
genderized captions, whereas DBA, Gender Ratio
& Error, and LIC measure generated gender words.
Thus, we report the BA metric, which measures
the difference of gender-object correlation between
training and inference. A model can amplify bias
by making certain predictions at a higher rate for
some groups than is to be expected based on statis-
tics of the training data (Hall et al., 2022). We also
report masking ratio (MR) on gender words, de-
fined as the proportion of gender-related captions
being de-genderized after applying the mask.

We compare the proposed mask solution with
annotation and BLIP. Annotation represents the
human annotated captions, which shows the dif-
ference of gender-object correlation between the
training set and the validation set. BLIPViT-L stands
for the generated caption obtained from BLIP
fine-tuned checkpoint. We consider an additional
method, NeutralOut, which uses the same gender
replacing rule as in Equation ?? on BLIP generated
captions. Notably, we follow the work (Tang et al.,
2020) when designing the rule set, so we can as-
sume the rule set is complete and accurate. Thus,
NeutralOut serves as an upper-bound for BA and
MR metrics, as all gender words are replaced.

Ideally, bias amplification should be zero if the
model learns the gender-object correlation well
from the training set. Since the mask hides gen-
der knowledge from the model, the gender-object
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BLEU4↑ METEOR↑ ROUGEL ↑ CIDEr↑ SPICE↑
UpDn (*) 36.6 27.7 57.5 117.0 n/a
NIC+Equalizer (*) 27.4 23.4 50.2 83.0 n/a
BLIPpre-train (*) 29.1 23.5 53.0 97.6 17.7
BLIPViT-L (*) 40.4 31.1 60.6 136.7 24.3
NeutralOutpre-train 26.6 22.9 51.3 90.5 16.7
GPTRewritepre-train 19.9 18.7 44.7 60.6 12.4
NeutralOutViT-L 37.9 30.3 58.8 125.9 23.1
GPTRewriteViT-L 32.2 26.2 53.8 99.6 18.8
Maskload-pre-train 36.9 28.3 57.6 121.6 21.6
Maskload-ViT-L 38.9 30.2 59.2 131.3 23.2

Table 2: Results on accuracy metrics. The higher the better. Results with (*) are taken from the respective paper.

BLEU4↑ CIDEr↑ SPICE↑
BLIPViT-L 43.6 132.3 24.3
NeutralOutViT-L 35.3 109.6 21.4
Mask 37.4 123.0 21.3

Table 3: Results for images with human objects.

BA↓ MR↑ BLEU4↑ CIDEr↑
NOViT-L -0.620 0.218 37.9 125.8
NOViT-L - 10% -0.413 0.187 38.2 126.2
NOViT-L - 20% -0.399 0.148 38.6 128.2
NOViT-L - 30% -0.326 0.127 38.8 128.7
Mask -0.619 0.207 38.9 131.3

Table 4: Results for simulating an incomplete rule set.
NO is short for NeutralOut.

correlation would not be reflected during inference,
and we would see a negative value for bias ampli-
fication. Higher masking ratio is better as a high
MR means more gender words are replaced with
gender-neutral words. According to Table 1, all
three methods report negative bias amplification,
and Mask shows the closest to NeutralOut. Since
Mask is designed to hide gender information, the
gender-object correlation barely exists on the gen-
erated captions. The gender masking ratio shares
a similar trend as bias amplification. Both metrics
clearly indicate that the proposed mask can effec-
tively suppress gender words. Surprisingly, BLIP
also slightly improve BA and MR by presenting
less portion of gender words. The captioner and
filter leveraged in BLIP were designed to mitigate
noise web-crawled text-image pairs, which might
also contribute to model debiasing.

4.4 Impact on Generated Caption

While previous experiments demonstrate the patch
network can successfully mask gender knowl-

edge, it is important to quantify if the caption-
ing performance gets affected. We report com-
mon captioning metrics, including BLEU-4 (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002) which measures n-gram pre-
cision with a length penalty against a corpus of
annotations, CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2014) which
compares cosine similarity against annotations on
term frequency-inverse document frequency, and
SPICE (Anderson et al., 2016) which focuses ex-
clusively on semantic meaning, neutral transla-
tion metric METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005)
which leverages wordnet synonym to compare un-
igram, and summarization metric ROUGEL (Lin,
2004) which measures the longest common Subse-
quence.

we consider the bottom-up top-down
work (UpDn) (Vaswani et al., 2017) and
NIC+Equalizer (Hendricks et al., 2018) as
baselines. Besides NeutralOut, we further design
GPTRewrite which leverages GPT model to
rewrite the BLIP captions by using the prompt
“There is a [BLIP CAPTION]. Rewrite it to erase
gender information.” (Brown et al., 2020b). The
subscript means which BLIP checkpoint is being
used. We report captioning metrics on the full
validation set in Table 2 and a subset which
includes human objects in Table 3. Based on
the results we make the following observations:
(i) After applying the mask to BLIP, the gener-
ated caption quality is decreased compared to
BLIP, and the degradation is consistent across
all metrics. This suggests that when erasing
gender knowledge, the mask might hide other
knowledge as well and therefore negatively affect
the captioning performance. This degradation is
more significant on images with human objects.
(ii) The mask reports comparable results against
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UpDn, indicating even though masking image
representation degrades BLIP performance, it is
still a strong image captioning method. Since
we only introduce a simple linear layer with
K × K parameters, a more complex module
might bridge the performance gap, which we leave
exploring other architecture in the future. (iii) The
mask yields better results than NeutralOutViT-L
on BLEU4 and CIDEr, especially on images
with human objects. NeutralOutViT-L serves as
the oracle for gender hiding but naively replaces
words might corrupt the caption readability. Thus,
although NeutralOut outperforms Mask in Table 1,
one would favor Mask because it generates more
natural captions. (iv) Mask also outperforms the
other debiasing method, NIC+Equalizer, by a large
margin, because we build the mask on top of BLIP.
Given the simplicity of the introduced solution, we
can apply the idea to any image representation,
and expect the performance to scale with its base
model.

4.5 Caption Accuracy v.s. Gender Erasing

To better understand how our Mask solution lever-
ages the trade-off between caption accuracy and
gender erasing, we manipulate the mask by com-
bining an identity matrix and the learned K ×K
parameters. We introduce the hyper-parameter α
and update the mask as given in Equation 2, where
IK is the identity matrix:

θ̂ = αθ + (1− α)IK . (2)

We vary α from 0 to 1 and increase it by 0.1 each
time. When α = 0, the mask would be “turned-off”
and θ̂ would report the same result as BLIP. We
plot the results on BA, MR, BLEU4, CIDEr, and
SPICE w.r.t α in Figure 2. As we initialize θ as
identity matrix, Figure 2 demonstrates that Mask
sacrifices caption accuracy, with a 2%-5% drop in
various metrics, in return for gender erasing. Inter-
estingly, when α = 0.25, we see no degeneration
in accuracy metrics, with an improvement in the
error reduction rates. This provides a more pareto-
optimal model than the baseline BLIP.

4.6 Simulating an Incomplete Rule Set

While previous experiments assume that we can
find the exhaustive list of replacing rules, this
would not be the case for real-world applications.
For example, if we have a caption “Jenny is hold-
ing a basketball” as in (Vedantam et al., 2014), the

current rule set would fail, and we need to design
another rule to match “Jenny” as a female name.
We simulate incomplete and inaccurate rule set
by randomly dropping K% matches for the Neu-
tralOut method, so that some gender words are not
replaced. We choose K ∈ [10%, 20%, 30%] and
report the results in Table 4.

According to Table 4, while NeutralOut with a
lower drop rate suggests better results on BA and
MR, the caption accuracy gets worse. Further, once
we drop 10% matches, Mask starts to outperform
NeutralOut on BA and MR and still maintains the
lead on BLEU4 and CIDEr. Since Mask operates
on image directly, it is more generalizable to iden-
tify male and female concepts and debias the terms
corresponding to it. Thus, we conclude that Mask is
more helpful when rule set is incomplete, and has
potential for cases where the image has features
that are more easily identifiable as male/female
rather than the text.

4.7 Ablation Study

In this section, we perform an ablation study to
quantify the impact of each component. We report
performance on both gender bias and caption qual-
ity metrics and remove the following variants one
at a time:

• w/o Neutralize Target: Implements the mask
without training on de-genderized captions.
This setup would introduce training and val-
idation discrepancy as the model infers on
gender words during training whereas neutral
words during validation.

• w/o Negating Gradient: Implements the mask
without the adversarial training. Thus, hid-
ing gender knowledge would rely on learning
from those de-genderized captions.

• w/o Identity Initialization: Randomly initial-
izes the K ×K weights instead of an identity
matrix.

• w/o Identity Constraint: Does not add the L1
norm on the difference between θ and its iden-
tity matrix.

• Large Gender Gradient: Scales up the gradient
of gender words during adversarial training.

Training w/o Neutralized Targets demon-
strates the importance of leverage de-genderized
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BA MR BLEU4 METEOR ROUGEL CIDEr SPICE
Mask -0.619 0.207 38.9 30.2 59.2 131.3 23.2
w/o Neutralize Target -0.595 0.186 27.74 23.16 48.51 94.47 18.84
w/o Negating Gradient -0.471 0.148 37.2 28.9 58.5 126.7 22.3
w/o Identity Initialization -0.620 0.223 23.1 20.1 44.5 74.0 14.9
w/o Identity Constraint -0.576 0.174 36.8 28.2 57.8 121.4 21.6
Larger Gender Gradient -0.620 0.229 15.8 15.9 37.8 48.7 10.9

Table 5: Ablation Studies: Results on debiasing metrics and accuracy metrics for variants of the mask solution.
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as a percentage of the non-masked metric. We see a 2%-
5% drop in various metrics at α = 1. Further, setting
α = 0.25 results in a model that has the same performance
as the baseline.

Figure 2: Bias (left) and accuracy (right) metrics for the combined mask. In implementation, the Alpha parameter
can be tuned to trade off bias for accuracy depending on the use case requirements.

caption as more training examples because dur-
ing training non-gender words build attention on
gender words while this is not the case during in-
ference. Training w/o Negating Gradient yields
a strong performance on caption quality and the
worst result on gender knowledge masking. Having
de-genderized caption as training target serves as a
fine-tuning process, and the mask can be viewed as
extremely naive perceiver sampler (Alayrac et al.,
2022) or adaptor (Yan et al., 2022) that have been
used to align visual-text representations, which
could explain the performance. Both training w/o
Identity Initialization and using Larger Gender
Gradient report poor captioning quality. This sug-
gests that without suitable initialization the model
would be likely to overfit on gender masking and
corrupt the optimum on the image captioning task.
The Identity Constraint seems to a large impact
on all of the metrics and appears to provide signifi-

cant stabilization to the optimization scheme.

4.8 Qualitative Results

We find some examples for which BLIP predicted
the wrong gender class, and we present three ran-
dom choices among them. We list their correspond-
ing captions generated by the mask and compare
them with BLIP caption, BLIP caption with rule-
based replacement, and annotated captions in Fig-
ure 3. We see that Mask is able to generate readable
captions and capture salient objects in the image.
Notably, the proposed Mask could maintain the
generated captions to be almost the same as the
base model except the gender words, making it reli-
able as the rule-based method. In addition, the rule-
based method could overlook non-gender words
and break the readability of the caption, such as the
redundant phrasing “little child" shown in Figure 3.
The proposed Mask not only removes the redun-
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Figure 3: Qualitative examples showing annotated and generated captions. We present three images for which BLIP
has predicted the wrong gender class.

dant “little" but also adds an extra description for
field. This shows potential benefit of Mask: when
the caption generator is masked and does not fo-
cus on the gender terms, it focuses on other salient
parts of the image and describes that in more detail.

While BLIP makes mistakes on gender, the
mask solution removes gender knowledge from
the image representation and prevents generation
of gender-related words. Based on the three ex-
amples, Mask sacrifices caption accuracy since it
cannot reveal gender information but reduces the
risk of biasing one gender over the other as hypoth-
esized.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we study the task of debiasing im-
age captioning models. Different from existing
works, we propose to mitigate gender bias by hid-
ing gender knowledge from an image captioning
model. As a result, generated captions contain
gender-neutral words instead of gender words. We
achieve this via applying a light-weight mask to
the image embeddings.

Although we demonstrate the results on the
BLIP model, the approach can be applied to any
other vision-language model that ingests embed-
dings. As the model is frozen during training of the
mask, the mask can be turned off, or tuned down
(as in Section 4.5); this creates a switch with which

the model owner can control the model’s behavior.
Further, in order to ensure no performance degra-

dation after debiasing, we propose an adversarial
training procedure that can be generalized to other
fairness/bias use cases beyond gender de-biasing.

On the COCO caption dataset, we empirically
demonstrate that 1. the mask successfully masks
gender knowledge; 2. our solution maintains rea-
sonable performance on image captioning. Our
analysis further suggests that it is critical to initial-
ize the patch as an identity matrix and calibrate the
training with more de-genderized captions, while
further leveraging adversarial training produces the
best model.

There are also a few limitations of the method.
First, we observe degradation on the generated cap-
tions when comparing with BLIP. Second, we only
experiment by masking with BLIP model, while
theoretically the mask can be applied to any image
representation. Third, we only explore the image
captioning task. To address these limitations, we
plan to explore other designs for the mask in future
work, for instance by training masks separately for
different objectives and then combining them to
reduce bias across multiple cohorts. Another open
question is on how well the mask idea general-
izes to other solutions, and what other optimization
techniques might be necessary to obtain similar
performances.
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6 Limitations and Ethical Considerations

This work studies gender bias in large multimodal
models, specifically BLIP, on the image captioning
task. The approach could degrade the overall cap-
tioning accuracy of the model by hiding not only
gender but also other information from the image
embedding as well. However, erasing a concept
from the a model is often observed to have side
effect of unlearning other information. Additional
effort such as training on the degraded samples
could be used to mitigate the issue.

In addition, while debiasing the gender bias, we
must pay attention and not replicate the fairness
issue of Gemini model. For example, we need to
respect historical events and be faithful to the his-
tory. Thus, we carefully designed our experiments
to adhere to ethical principles and report both debi-
asing metrics and utility metrics on public datasets.
We compared our method against several baselines
and provided thorough analysis to ensure the con-
clusion solid. We are presenting not just a technical
improvement, but also how to reduce the risk of
large models offending model users due to gender
bias.
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